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Drugs
How much do you know?

drugs and substance 
misuse

How to keep safe? If you’re ever unsure about drugs you need to talk 
with an adult you can trust. E.g. parents, teacher, doctor.

If someone you know offers you drugs think STOP

S is for ‘say’ “no thanks.”

T is for ‘think’ about how you can get away from them.

O is for ‘other’ things you can do instead

P is for ‘proceed’ to do something more positive for your health.

Click on the link to test your 
knowledge! https://
www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t3-
sc-668-drugs-quiz-powerpoint

http://www.childrenssocietyeast.org.uk/
http://www.childline.org/







Drugs
How much do you know?
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Question 1

    solution

A

       chemical

B

   drug

C

       potion

D
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Something that changes the chemical reactions in the body is described as a what?
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Question 2

       addictive

A

      engrossing

B

       illegal

C

      legal

D
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Something which is habit-forming is described as what?
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Question 3
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‘All drugs are illegal.’

Is this statement true or false?
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Question 4

      alcohol

A

      heroin

B

      antibiotics

C

      cocaine

D
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An example of a medicinal drug is what?
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Question 5

    alcohol

A

       ibuprofen

B

      paracetamol

C

        salbutamol

D

An example of a recreational drug is what?
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Question 6

          make you feel confused

A

            make you feel more asleep

B

            make you speak strangely

C

            make you feel more alert

D
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A stimulant drug, such as coffee, will do what to you?
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Question 7

       nothing

A

         slow your thinking

B

       make you go to sleep

C

          increase your thinking

D
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A depressant, such as alcohol, will do what to you?
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     true

A

Question 8

‘All drugs can be addictive.’

Is this statement true or false?
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Question 9
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Which term means ‘against the law’?

allowed

not allowed

legal

illegal
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Question 10

       alcohol, tobacco

A

        all of these

B

     heroin, cocaine

C

            antibiotics, paracetamol

D
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Which of these things are drugs?



 



Congratulations!



1 to 3: keep trying.



4 to 6: good.



7 to 10: great!

How did you do?
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How Do You Say ‘No’? 
Saying ‘No’ can be much harder than saying ‘Yes’! 

When your friends are asking you to do something that you know is wrong. Or something that you 
don’t want to do, it can be really hard to say ‘No’ to them. 

Practising saying ‘No’! 

Write down what you would say if your friends or a group of people in your class were asking you to 
do something that you thought was wrong. 

For example, ‘No, I don’t want to do it!’ 

 

 

What do you think they would say to you if you said that? 

For example, ‘Oh come on, it’s only a laugh!’ 

 

 

Do you think you would be able to keep saying ‘No’ to them? 

Yes or No?      

Write down all the ways you could say ‘No’. 

 

 

 

 

 

Always remember that’s it takes more confidence to say ‘No’ than ‘Yes’! 

Make the right choice for you! 
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